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Low temperature relaxations and effects on poling efficiencies
of dendronized nonlinear optical side-chain polymers
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Low temperature relaxations in a dendronized nonlinear opticalsNLOd side-chain polymer were
found to take place at more than 20 °C below the glass transition temperature. Relaxations of
localized mobilities, removed from long range relaxations responsible for chromophore aggregation,
are shown to offer new gateways for optimized acentric ordering of the chromophores. Supreme
electro-opticalsEOd activity was achieved by electrical poling close to the critical temperatures of
localized mobilities identified as dendronized NLO side-chain relaxations. This study features, in
particular, one new instrumental approach to relaxation studies of thin spin coated NLO polymer
films; the shear-modulation force microscopysSM-FMd method. Originating from scanning force
microscopy sSFMd, the SM-FM method grants access to the detection of low temperature
relaxations in constrained thin NLO films not obtainable by conventional means. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1938005g
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Organic second order nonlinear opticalsNLOd materials
have been heavily investigated for their potential app
tions in electro-opticalsEOd modulators and frequenc
doubling devices.1,2 One of the impediments for obtaini
highly efficient NLO materials lays in the translation of h
molecular nonlinearity into the phenomenological EO ac
ity by poling-induced acentric ordering of t
chromophores.3 Acentric ordering of the chromophores
commonly achieved by electric field poling at elevated t
peratures. In particular, it is common practice that the po
process is executed at or above the glass transition tem
ture,Tg.

4 In the case of chromophore guest-host systems
Tg value of the host material determines the mobility of
chromophores,2,5 and thus, serves as a convenient param
for assessing the poling temperature. While theTg value of
the host material is a suitable poling parameter for m
guest-host NLO systems, it is inappropriate for constra
materials, such as dendronized NLO side-chain polym
i.e., materials with a chromophore-incorporated macro
lecular structure.

The polystyrene-based NLO polymer, PS-CLD1,6 illus-
trated in Fig. 1, is a dendronized NLO side-chain polym
For enhancement of the EO activity and the thermal stab
highly nonlinear CLD-type7 chromophores and bulky de
drons were covalently attached onto the polystyrene b
bone and the chromophores. A major difficulty that ar
with such complex macromolecular structures is the dete
nation of an appropriate poling temperature. In this letter
will show that a critical rheological relaxation within t
bulky structure, at a temperature tens of degrees below
glass transition temperature, offers an optimal condition
electrical poling. As this low temperature structural re
ation is not observable by conventional methods, e.g., d
ential scanning calorimetrysDSCd, this study involves
nanoscopic mechanical method that has recently been
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duced for inter- and intramolecular relaxations; the s
modulation force microscopy SM-FM.8 In addition, latera
force microscopysLFMd is applied to investigate the effe
of aggregation on the poling efficiency in terms of the t
mal history and the poling temperature.

The dendronized NLO side-chain polymer, PS-CL
was synthesized utilizing a post-functionalization reacti6

For poling and thermomechanical characterization, thin fi
were spin cast from a 13% PS-CLD solution dissolve
cyclopentanonesfiltered through 0.2mm syringe filterd onto
indium tin oxidesITOd coated glass substrates. The resu
films, with thickness on the order of 1mm, were annealed
85 or 100 °C in a vacuum ovensNapco Model 5851d for over
12 h. Electrical poling was conducted at 130 V/mm for all
samples. EO activity coefficients,r33, representing the d
gree of chromophore alignment, were obtained using
Teng and Mann reflection technique at 1.3mm.9 A stand-
alone scanning force microscopesExplorer, Veeco Instru
mentsd was used for scanning lateral forcesLFMd and non
scanning contact stiffnesssSM-FMd measurements. Bo
methods involved nanometer sharp SFM cantilever

FIG. 1. Chemical structure of the dendronized NLO polymer, PS-C
sRef. 6d. The dendron moiety is attached to the chromophore containin

chain that is connected to the polystyrene base backbone.
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sNanoSensors™, normal spring constant of 0.092 N/md. The
LFM yields annealing temperature-dependent friction co
cients used to interpret the degree of chromophore agg
tion. Rheological relaxations in the spin cast films were
tained by SM-FM.8,10,11

The SM-FM method,11 depicted in Fig. 2, entails a n
nometer sharp scanning force microscopysSFMd cantilever
tip, which is brought into contact with the thin film surfa
While a constant load is applied, the probing tip is later
modulated under no-slip condition, i.e., small enough am
tude that guarantees no relative probe-sample motion
response amplitude, a measure of the contact stiffneskc,
which is a function of the materials’ moduli and contact
mension, is recorded. For an inert sampling tip, changeskc
reflect rheological changes in the sample material. It
been demonstrated that thermally activated structural tr
tions, such as the glass transition, are causing signifi
variations, i.e., “kinks,” in the response curve.10,11

A SM-FM analysis of a thin film of PS-CLD1 revea
two transitional “kinks,” Figure 3sad, one atTc=77±1 °C
followed by one atTg=99±1 °C. Only the second one cou

FIG. 2. Schematics of shear modulation force microscopysSM-FMd.

FIG. 3. Thermomechanical relaxations atTc andTg and their effect on th
poling efficiency:sad contact stiffnesskc of PS-CLD1, determined by SM
FM, reveals both critical relaxation temperatures,Tc andTg; sbd correspond
ing EO activity coefficients,r33, for samples annealed at 85 °Csmd and

100 °C ssd.
-

e

i-
t

be observed by DSC and corresponds to the glass tran
temperature of PS-CLD1. From the viewpoint of contact
chanics, the SM-FM result can be interpreted as follows
T=77 °C, the contact stiffness decreases after the kink
cause the material’s shear modulus decreased but the c
area has remained the same. Such a transition descr
structural reorganization within the material that does
affect the internal pressure. AtT=99 °C, the contact stiffne
increases because of an increase in the contact area. Th
more common observation for polymer films that experie
a glass transition, where the internal pressure of the sa
drops significantly, and the sampling tip sinks in until
contact area is increased to such a degree that the pres
equilibrated. Typically, changes in the contact area dom
changes in the modulus in nanoexperiments.

The qualitative behavior of the transition atTc suggest
that the smaller moieties, i.e., the side chains, are rela
Guided by this finding, we have investigated the effect o
poling temperature in relation toTc andTg. It can be inferre
from Fig. 3sbd that the EO coefficient,r33, significantly in-
creases aboveTc, thus, leading to improved poling efficien
This finding supports our addressed SM-FM based inte
tation of side chain relaxation. The observed decreaser33
aboveTg can be explained by an increase in the aggreg
of chromophores, and/or degradation due to high volt
high temperature poling. To confirm thermally induced
gregation effects, the poling efficiency of PS-CLD1 sam
that were annealed aboveTg; i.e., 100 °C, were compared
the one obtained from samples that were annealed at a
perature within the range ofTc and Tg; i.e., at 85 °C. Fo
samples poled at 85 °C, the film annealed aboveTg revealed
only 17% of ther33-value compared to the film annealed
85 °C, Fig. 3sbd. Evidently, exposing the sample to tempe
tures aboveTg promotes undesired chromophore aggr
tion. These results compare well with EO values obtaine
samples poled aboveTg, as illustrated in Fig. 3sbd. Thus, the
abrupt drop inr33 at the glass transition is mainly due
thermally induced aggregation and is not caused by che
degradation.

Additional support regarding the aggregation of ch
mophores in thin NLO films within 26 and 44 °Csglassy
stated was provided by LFM. The lateral force analysis,
volving the friction coefficientm, has been shown to be
very effective tool for detecting relative structural differen

12

FIG. 4. Representative shear mechanical studiessfrictiond before ssd and
after sPd thermal annealing of PS-CLD1 at T=31 °C.sInsetd Friction coef-
ficients beforesm1=0.34d and aftersm2=0.15d annealing determined in t
glassy state of PS-CLD1, and temperature averaged over 26–44 °C.
in thin films. Figure 4 shows that a film annealed at 85 °C
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reveals a friction coefficientm1 of 0.34. After exposing th
same film to a temperature aboveTg, i.e. 133 °C, the friction
coefficient was reduced by over 50% tom2 of 0.15. Since
reduction in the friction coefficient is indicative of an
crease in the elastic modulus for constant adhesive fo13

the friction data support the interpretation of enhanced
undesired chromophore coupling aboveTg.

In summary, optimized acentric ordering of the ch
mophores in a constrained dendronized NLO guest-hos
tem, was achieved by nanoscopic analyses of the relax
properties. While generally theTg value of the material i
considered to be a suitable poling parameter, this s
showed it to be inappropriate. The dendronized NLO s
chain polymer PS-CLD1 exhibited a low temperature re
ation that takes place at more than 20 °C belowTg at Tc.
Thereby the EO activity was shown to be significantly ra
at Tc. The merit oflow temperature polingand annealing ha
been discussed in terms of undesired chromophore agg
tion, which was significantly higher atTg compared toTc.
This study featured, in particular, one new instrumental
proach to relaxation studies of thin spin coated NLO poly
films; the SM-FM method. This method provided bothTc
and Tg in a single sweep experiment, while onlyTg was
obtainable by conventional means.
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